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LEWIS: Hello. In today’s programme, one listener heard last week’s programme and 

almost with the courier at the door managed to stop a pension liberation deal that 

could have cost him thousands of pounds. A Child Trust Fund provider imposes a 

new £30 a year charge on its non-stakeholder child customers. I report on financial 

concerns in Uganda, and they may sound very familiar. NatWest launches its Get 

Cash app: £100 from your account without a card. How safe is it now? And the 

Health Minister explains some details of his plans to reform the way that long-term 

care is paid for. 

But first, last Saturday Money Box reported that individuals have given illegal 

pension liberation schemes an estimated £400 million since 2008. Just after the 

programme, one man contacted us to say that as a result he’d decided to cancel one of 

these transfers and was able to do so just in time. This week the Pensions Regulator 

has launched a campaign to alert people to the dangers. Bob Howard’s here. He 

reports. 

HOWARD: Yes Paul, these schemes offer to give people early access to their 

pension funds even though it’s not normally legal to draw money if you’re under 55. 

Within hours of broadcasting our warning about a raft of fraudulent companies 

offering to do this, we were contacted by Martin from West Yorkshire. Martin is 

unemployed and desperate for cash. He had a pension pot of about £24,000, and at  
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the end of last year he received a text from a pension liberation firm. 

MARTIN: It’s been frozen for the last 15 years probably. I desperately needed 

money and it seemed an ideal way of getting it. The next step was for them to contact 

my pension people, find out how much it’s worth. Then they would then send a 

courier out to me. He would then bring some papers for me to sign. If I did that, 

they’d be able to give me 30 per cent of the total value, which worked out about 

£7,000, and I’d be able to have that in 8 to 12 weeks. 

HOWARD: The pension liberation firm got the quote and had arranged for a courier 

to bring authorisation letters for Martin to sign on Monday, two days after Money 

Box broadcast our warning. But in those two days Martin started doing some research 

and didn’t like what he found. He discovered the pension liberation firm was on the 

Financial Services Authority’s list of unauthorised firms to be wary of, some of which 

at least have been involved in scams, so on Monday he called up the firm. 

MARTIN: I told him that I’d like to cancel the courier. And he asked me why and I 

just told him that I’d been doing some research on the internet and I didn’t like what I 

was reading about this company and that I don’t really want to do any business with 

him. Which I was expecting him to say something, “Well what have you seen? You 

know you shouldn’t believe everything you see” or something, but he didn’t do 

nothing. He just said, “Okay” and put the phone down. 

HOWARD: Martin seems to have had a lucky escape. His pension was with the 

management firm Skandia. We asked Skandia what would have happened if Martin 

had signed the documents the courier was about to give him to authorise it to move 

the funds out. The firm told us it would not have allowed a transfer without stringent 

checks. 

SKANDA STATEMENT: Requests to transfer pension funds to less recognisable 

schemes are checked to ensure they are HMRC registered and we will ask for a copy 
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of the scheme’s certificate to be sent. The FSA register is also checked for the 

authorisation status of the adviser firm involved in the client’s transfer process. In fact 

we have cases on file where transfers to unregistered schemes have been stopped. If 

there’s any doubt in this regard, we would not allow the transfer payment to be made. 

HOWARD: This week the Pensions Regulator has launched a campaign to publicise 

to employees and firms the perils of pension liberation for people under 55, and 

Martin says he’s certainly learnt from his experience. 

MARTIN: The lesson I’ve learnt is just check everything out and don’t be blinded by 

the fact that you need money. £24,000, you’re not going to get a great pension from it, 

but it’s your money. Don’t give up your pension. 

LEWIS: Money Box listener Martin ending Bob’s report. Listening to Money Box 

really can save you money. We’ll be returning to the legal aspects of pension 

liberation next Saturday, and if you’ve had experience of a pension liberation scheme 

do contact us in confidence: bbc.co.uk/moneybox. 

Children with Child Trust Funds could find the whole of the money the Government 

put in has disappeared by the time they can use the money themselves at 18. F&C is 

just one provider who’s begun to charge a flat rate fee of £30 a year to look after a 

shareholder non-stakeholder Child Trust Fund. The initial government contribution 

was £250, so between now and 2020 when the first children reach their maturity at 18, 

they may find their fund’s maturity value is zero. F&C proved popular with parents 

because it charged nothing for its non-stakeholder shares Child Trust Fund, so the 

new £30 a year charge has come as a shock and a disappointment. Many listeners 

have told us so. Michael Christie was “a bit annoyed, frankly.” Heidi though was 

“appalled” and said at £30 it’ll completely destroy her savings in 10 years. Neil 

Messenger put his son’s Child Trust Fund money into an F&C account 6 years ago. 

MESSENGER: About a week ago, I got a letter in the post from them saying they 
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were introducing an annual charge of £25 plus VAT. Now on the face of it, it doesn’t 

sound like a huge charge, but when you consider that the fund value is about £290, it 

represents nearly 10% of the fund value that will be taken in charges every year. Now 

given me son’s now 6 and he’s got 12 years to wait until he can draw that money out, 

it means there’s very little likelihood that there’ll actually be anything left for him 

when it gets to the end of the period. 

LEWIS: Neil’s been working in financial services for many years and even he was 

surprised at this new charge. I talked to Darius McDermott, Managing Director of 

Chelsea Financial Services. 

McDERMOTT: Well it’s extremely disappointing. People bought the investment 

trust range from F&C for their Child Trust Fund with a pricing in mind, and to have 

that price increased at some stage in the future is of course disappointing. 

LEWIS: And of course we have heard from some listeners who haven’t actually 

added to it, so they’ve got 250 or so pounds, plus perhaps a bit of growth. At £25 a 

year, that’ll have all gone by the time the child reaches 18. 

McDERMOTT: The first thing that people need to consider is how much they have 

in this CTF plan. For the smaller amounts of money, the charge is now prohibitive. I 

think that’s been made quite clear by F&C’s offer to those with £250 or less to 

actually give a £20 bonus to go to somewhere else. 

LEWIS: So really this is a way of F&C trying to get rid of uneconomic small funds? 

McDERMOTT: Yes and if I have a criticism of F&C, it’s that it was always obvious 

that people were going to just invest the voucher and that they were always going to 

have a number of uneconomic plans. So I think they probably should have seen that 

one coming. 
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LEWIS: But if people do transfer, it can take up to 30 days, can’t it, so you’ve got to 

get your skates on because this charge begins in April? 

McDERMOTT: It could take up to 30 days, so you need to decide where you’re 

going to transfer it, fill the form out for your new provider. They will write to F&C 

and it will be cashed up and sent across. 

LEWIS: Now people chose these shares based funds because they thought, 

presumably, they’d grow quicker. They weren’t the stakeholders that have a cap on 

the charges. Have they been proved right or has the performance been disappointing 

anyway? 

McDERMOTT: It depends on which particular year you invested your CTF. But 

they’ve got a decent number of funds available to investors - somewhere around 10 - 

and the Asian Investment Trust has done very, very well indeed; depending 

particularly on when you invested, but certainly over the last 5, 6, 7, 8 years it’s done 

very well. So a good idea, especially for those who actually have made some top-ups 

and have got now I suppose an economic sum in the plan to make the £25 plus VAT 

charge not too prohibitive. 

LEWIS: And of course the stakeholder ones, which are the majority of the stocks and 

shares invested funds, they have this cap of 1.5%. Now if you’ve only got 250 quid in 

there, it’s going to be far less - £3.75 a year. What should those people now be 

thinking because Child Trust Funds are a bit moribund, aren’t they? 

McDERMOTT: Well they are and I think this recent issue has highlighted a real 

anomaly in children’s savings generally. Depending on when you were born, you 

have a Child Trust Fund or the more recently introduced Junior ISA, and we (amongst 

others generally, in fact pretty much everyone in the industry) have been calling for 

these two products to be merged. There’s no economic reason they shouldn’t. They 

have the same tax treatment, they have the same limits, and those with Child Trust 
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Funds are now being disadvantaged through lack of choice and increased charges. 

LEWIS: So do you think we might see an announcement in the Budget on 20
th

 

March? 

McDERMOTT: We would like to see it tidied up. Nor actually would it cost the 

Government any money to do so. It would cost the industry to make system changes. 

It’s a bit of a no-brainer in my opinion. 

LEWIS: Darius McDermott of Chelsea Financial Services. And that F&C 

non-stakeholder charge is £25 plus VAT, so total £30. F&C refused to do an 

interview. It send a statement saying it hadn’t taken the decision lightly, but the 

change was necessary to keep these products what it called a “viable business 

proposition.” Stakeholder Child Trust Funds are cheaper, limited to a charge of 1.5% 

a year. Cash funds of course make no charge and rates are still reasonable. 

Moneyfacts research for us found you can get over 3% from Furness Building Society 

and well over 2% from other providers. Details on our website: bbc.co.uk/moneybox.  

I was in the Ugandan capital Kampala this week for our World Service programme, 

Your Money. Uganda may be 4,000 miles from the UK, but the concerns I heard there 

about money are very close to home. Loans, pensions, inflation, interest rates - it 

could be a Money Box agenda. 

UGANDAN WOMAN: We work hard and improve economic status of the family. 

(women repeat sentence) 

LEWIS: These young women chanting their promises at the start of their weekly 

meeting of the BRAC microfinance club are learning about money. Once they’ve 

done that, they can borrow at reasonable rates and with a sort of collective 

responsibility to make people repay their loans. With no job and no collateral, these 

16 to 22 year olds normally wouldn’t have a hope of getting credit, but BRAC lends 
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to them to develop a small business - anything from growing onions to making 

charcoal to selling beauty products. Such small businesses can be lifesavers with 

employment here so hard to get, but even those with jobs can find it very hard to 

make ends meet. Cissy Lutalo is a 25 year old student at Makerere University. She 

also has a full-time job, but with an income of around £110 a month, she has to watch 

every Ugandan shilling she spends. Inflation is officially around 5% now, but 18 

months ago it peaked at 30% and the price of food has risen even more, as I found out 

when Cissy took me shopping in Intenda market. Also with us was economics 

professor Augustus Nuwagaba. First stop, the matoki store: stalks of more than 100 

small green bananas. 

NUWAGABA: The price of bananas has been around 12,000 Uganda shillings, but 

now it has increased to about 20,000 shillings. 

LEWIS: And how important are they to people here? 

NUWAGABA: Bananas are the staple food of the people in Uganda here. 

LEWIS: So Cissy, are you going to buy bananas or are they too expensive for you 

now? 

SISSY: It’s quite expensive. You have to adjust. You have to adjust because you 

can’t do without matoki in the home and the pay hasn’t increased, so you just have to 

buy and go along with the prices that are in the market. 

LEWIS: Twenty thousand shillings is about £5. Too much for Cissy, but the 

professor did carry off a stalk of matoki in his car. We also bought eggs, which had 

doubled in price recently, and goat meat - a real treat for Cissy as the price has risen 

over the last few months from 6,000 shillings to 10,000 (about £2.50) for a kilo, 

which the butcher cut for her fresh from the quartered animal with his three foot long 

machete. As we drove round Kampala, most of the billboards were for banking 
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services. 

BILLBOARD MESSAGES: It’s never been easier to find the right mortgage for you 

… Let your savings grow. Open a fixed deposit account … Come for a school fees 

loan today. 

LEWIS: Loans are expensive, but if you have a job you can get one. Geoffrey’s an 

office manager, but with a large number of siblings to support, he needed a second 

job. So when a large international bank sent agents to his office to offer him a loan, he 

jumped at the chance. He used the 2.5 million shillings - about £600 - to buy a motor 

scooter to start a boda-boda or bike taxi service. Within 3 months, the bike was stolen, 

but the loan repayments still had to be made. And when the bank came back offering 

him a top-up, he jumped again. 

GEOFFREY: Those bank service people convinced me that if I top-up on that loan 

still I can get some other money and use it to do other things. Something that I blindly 

accepted not knowing that it was sort of a trap because for them they are after making 

money. 

LEWIS: Geoffrey Walubi with his views on the banks in Uganda. And you can hear 

the whole Your Money programme and see photographs and video on the BBC World 

Service website. There’s a link to that on ours: bbc.co.uk/moneybox. 

NatWest Bank has re-launched its Get Cash service 4 months after suspending it 

following major frauds on customers who used it. Get Cash allows customers to 

withdraw up to £100 from a cash machine without a debit card. They do that using a 

code sent to their mobile phone. The service was stopped in October after Money Box 

revealed that many customers had hundreds and in some cases thousands of pounds 

taken out of their accounts. At first NatWest blamed the customers insisting they’d 

been careless with their security information, but after suspending the service it began 

to reimburse them and now says they’ve all been paid back and the security loopholes 
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blocked. Ben Green is Head of Mobile Services at NatWest. I asked him how the 

fraud had been done. 

GREEN: The first signs we saw of it were emails, phishing emails, which were very 

convincing - they had our brand on it, they had our font and tone to them - and they 

asked for small snippets of information. What we then uncovered was that the 

fraudsters were piecing that together with things that maybe they’d attained by 

cracking hotmail accounts or even to the extent of knocking on doors with clipboards 

purporting to be from the gas board. So sadly it’s no one thing that a customer would 

be asked to enter into. It’s more likely to be a number of things. So to be even more 

vigilant about to whom you give your details, I think is where we would advise our 

customers to be extra alert and extra vigilant. They are very convincing. 

LEWIS: So you’re not blaming people for that? 

GREEN: Absolutely not. I’d be taken in by some of them. 

LEWIS: That wasn’t what you said at first though, was it? You blamed your 

customers at first. You said they’d responded to phishing emails and wouldn’t 

reimburse them. 

GREEN: We’re very, very sorry to those people who didn’t get the refunds as 

quickly as they should have done.  

LEWIS: But it wasn’t they didn’t get refunds. You said it was their fault. 

GREEN: One of the things that we learnt from Get Cash as the fraud started to unfold 

was exactly how complicated and sophisticated these frauds had been. Now we have 

looked at that in real detail and changed our policy accordingly. 

LEWIS: If in what  I’m sure you would say was the unlikely event of someone 
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working out how to get money out fraudulently, what will you do now? Will you still 

say well, look, we’ve done all this, we know it’s safe, it must be your fault, or will 

you refund people and then investigate? 

GREEN: The policy is if a customer is any way a victim of phishing or text message 

phishing, smishing, we will make sure that they are refunded immediately. 

LEWIS: So what steps have you taken to make sure a sophisticated attack can’t be 

launched again on Get Cash or emergency cash?  

GREEN: What we’ve implemented is a series of improved controls, so you can’t now 

take any money out from that mobile phone that you hold in your hand unless we 

have that mobile number fully registered in our back office systems. That’s thing 

number one. I think thing number two is we do know that customers really enjoy 

using the service and we know the levels at which they spend and use it, so we’ve 

implemented some stronger controls to make sure that they can continue to use but 

it’s much less attractive to the fraudsters. On top of that, if I may Paul, just to explain 

that we now have a very large number of people working extremely hard in the 

background to work out what the fraudsters may or may not be doing, so we can stay 

ahead of them, not just react to them. 

LEWIS: Yes because in the past, as I understand it, initially fraudsters were 

withdrawing several hundred pounds in small amounts, so you wouldn’t notice, but 

are you saying you would notice now if that was happening? 

GREEN: We certainly would notice now and we’re in a position now whereby we 

are able to absolutely control that in a far more rigorous and more policed way. 

LEWIS: And what security will customers notice? What are the differences they’ll 

see when they use this system? 
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GREEN: Customers will have experienced a slight change to their registration 

process should they wish to download and use a mobile banking app. They will be 

asked for some additional sets of information to give them that greater assurance and 

give us that greater assurance that they really are the person they say they are. And in 

addition to that, they will go through this process that if we don’t recognise that 

mobile phone number, we will ask them to go into another of our channels - be that 

online banking or branch - and associate that mobile number on our system. 

LEWIS: It sort of implies to me though that if someone has their mobile phone 

nicked, then that phone could be used to withdraw cash from their account. 

GREEN: If somebody had their mobile phone stolen from them, then someone would 

need to also know their security passcode and registration to get into the application in 

the first place, added to which many people take the additional security precaution of 

having a lock on the home screen as well. So we believe that there are probably at 

least two steel doors to get through before they would get to that point. 

LEWIS: But you thought that before, didn’t you? You thought it was a secure 

system? 

GREEN: I think added to that, we’ve also put some burglar alarms on the back now 

as well. 

LEWIS: Ben Green of NatWest. And of course if anyone has a problem with Get 

Cash or emergency cash, I’m sure you’ll let us know. 

Major changes in the way long-term care will be paid for were announced by the 

Government this week. The new system will cost a billion pounds a year by 2020 and 

the Government says an extra 100,000 people will benefit. At the heart of the plans is 

a cap on the total amount that can be spent by an individual on the care itself. It’s 

widely reported as £75,000. But once you’ve spent that much, will the state really step 
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in and pay the rest for as long as you live? Norman Lamb is the minister in charge of 

the policy. 

LAMB: This is a cap on your care costs, so we’re talking here about things like help 

that people need with dressing, with washing, with getting up, cooking, feeding, 

perhaps with mobility. And once you hit that level, then the state will take over those 

care costs. 

LEWIS: So are you saying that if you have spent £75,000 on those care costs, the 

state will pay the rest? 

LAMB: The state will pay the rest of your care costs up to the level that the local 

authority assesses you need to pay your care.  

LEWIS: Ah, well that’s the point, isn’t it? 

LAMB: And it is the point, but it’s actually a really important point and I believe it’s 

right to do this because it would be wrong if you simply said the state will take over 

whatever you’re paying for your care. That would mean that very well off people 

would get an enormous amount of extra help from the state, whereas people who had 

been affording only the sort of basic level of care would get much less help. So the 

local authority assesses what your care needs are and you will get that help from the 

state. 

LEWIS: Yes, but even the £75,000 isn’t an amount of money, is it? It’s how much 

care you could buy from the local authority at their rates, which is about (on my 

calculations) about 175 weeks. It’s about 3.25 years. 

LAMB: Well it’s not care bought from the local authority. 

LEWIS: No, no, but it’s care … 
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LAMB: It’s the local authority making an assessment in your area of the country. 

And that will vary of course, depending on whether you’re in the south, east or the 

north, how much it costs to provide care for your needs in your area. 

LEWIS: So it’s 75,000 pounds worth of what the local authority says it should cost to 

care for your needs? 

LAMB: Absolutely. 

LEWIS: So many people will spend more than that and still not reach the cap? 

LAMB: Well people of course have a right to spend more than that, but I come back 

to the point that it would not be right in my view for the state to pay however much 

you’re choosing to pay. Someone might choose to be in a care home, a very luxurious 

care home. It might cost £70,000 a year. It would be wrong for the state to be paying 

all of that. They should pay what the local authority assesses is how much you need to 

spend to meet those care needs in that particular area. 

LEWIS: And once the cap has been reached, once you’ve bought that much care, you 

may still want to stay in a slightly better care home than the local authority will pay 

for. Will you be able to top up your care to whatever it costs? 

LAMB: That is the intention. I mean it would be a perverse result, I think, if you got 

to a situation where you reached the cap where the local authority’s willing to or 

where the state takes over the costs of your care and you’re forced to move 

somewhere else, so there must be in the system the ability to top up the cost of your 

care. We must have a system that allows people to remain where they are and still 

benefit from the cap. What this is all about is to protect people against catastrophic 

loss and it’s those people who are unfortunate enough to have serious care needs, 

perhaps because of dementia but some other condition as well, and it’s to protect 

people against those circumstances where they face losing everything because of 
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those care needs. 

LEWIS: And finally there will be this national scheme of deferred payments for 

everybody from April 2015. You say no-one will have to sell their home in their 

lifetime to pay for care, but that’s true now, isn’t it? There is a deferred payment 

scheme. It applies throughout the UK and anybody that demands it can have it. 

LAMB: But in practice that is simply not the case because many local authorities 

simply make it difficult or don’t advertise it. In practice it is not available to very 

many people and that in my view has to change.  

LEWIS: Health Minister Norman Lamb disagreeing with me there. And, as he said, 

that cap applies to care costs only, not the food and accommodation costs which the 

Government say will be about another £12,000 a year. If you have questions, paying 

for care is the topic for Money Box Live this Wednesday at 3 p.m. where we can take 

questions on the current system and on the new plans. And Bob Howard’s still here. 

Bob, news this week on just how much the floods are costing insurers. 

HOWARD: Yes, Paul. They paid out well over a billion pounds for flood and storm 

damage in the UK in 2012. That’s the highest annual figure for 5 years according to 

the Association of British Insurers. Some 486,000 claims were made by homeowners, 

businesses and motorists. The average payout for flood damaged properties was 

£18,200. Last year was the second wettest on record in the UK according to figures 

from the Met Office. 

LEWIS: But better news on home repossessions? 

HOWARD: Yes, the number of homes repossessed in the UK fell to its lowest annual 

level since 2007 with 33,900 homes seized last year. Repossessions for the final 3 

months of the year also saw the lowest quarterly figure for 5 years. According to the 

Council of Mortgage Lenders, the number of householders facing mortgage arrears 
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was also down. 

LEWIS: Thanks very much, Bob. Well that’s just about it for today. There’s more on 

our website: bbc.co.uk/moneybox. You might have to go to the ‘episodes’ tag and 

click on today’s date. You can read the newsletter and send us your ideas. And, as I 

said, if anyone has experience of a pension liberation scheme, do contact us in 

confidence please. Back on Wednesday, as I said, with Money Box Live taking 

questions on long-term care. I’m back with Money Box next weekend. Today the 

reporter was Bob Howard, the producer Lesley McAlpine. The personal finance 

discussions were from Uganda and I’m Paul Lewis. 


